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	The growing popularity of Web 2.0 applications is increasing user expectations for high-quality website design, presentation, and functionality. It is into this climate that Microsoft is releasing Silverlight 5, the latest iteration of its cross-browser web presentation technology.


	Beginning Silverlight 5 in C# brings you to the cutting edge of Web 2.0 application design and includes plenty of practical guidance to get you started straight away. Silverlight design tools have important differences compared with those used to create Ajax and JavaScript functionality. Robert Lair takes you on a tour of all the tools, including:

	
		Microsoft Expression Design, which plays an important role in creating Silverlight assets
	
		Microsoft Expression Blend, which is used to build user interaction for Silverlight elements
	
		Microsoft Visual Studio, which manages the interaction between designers and developers, providing the coding environment for Â“nuts and boltsÂ” wiring



	Once youÂ’ve mastered the basics, you'll move on to gain a more in-depth knowledge of some of the features introduced with Silverlight 5, including H.264 protected content, right-click event handling, a new printing API, and support for the Managed Extensibility Framework.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		Discover the tools needed for Silverlight 5 development, the roles each plays, and how they interact to produce a seamless result
	
		Understand the fundamental concepts and techniques that lie at the heart of every successful Silverlight application and how to apply them to your own projects
	
		Explore the new features and coding practices which Silverlight gives you, setting it apart from other web development tools



	Who this book is for


	This book is for anyone with an interest in web development. A basic familiarity with web development and simple C# coding is useful, but by no means a requirement. This book will teach you everything that you need to know.
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OS X App Development with CloudKit and SwiftApress, 2016

	
		This book is your step-by-step guide to learning OS X app development using CloudKit and Swift.

	
		All the development will be done using Apple’s Swift 2 programming language. You'll see how to define data for your app and build a prototype with Sketch 3 and Keynote. Using CloudKit to store OS X application data,...
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Object-Oriented Analysis and Design with Applications (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007
Object-Oriented Design with Applications has long been the essential reference to object-oriented technology, which, in turn, has evolved to join the mainstream of industrial-strength software development. In this third edition--the first revision in 13 years--readers can learn to apply object-oriented methods using new paradigms...
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Exploring IBM eServer zSeries and S/390 Servers: See Why IBM's Redesigned Mainframe Computer Family Has Become More Popular than Ever!Maximum Press, 2003
Considered the bible of the IBM zSeries and S/390 world, this new edition closely examines the role large computers will play in the new century. All the new hardware models and operating system products—Linux, VSE, MVS, VM, AIX, and Open Edition—are now available for the zSeries and are fully explained, as are critical business issues...
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MySQL Database Usage & AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Take your MySQL skills to the top tier

Maximize every powerful feature available in MySQL 5.1 with hands-on instruction from a MySQL expert.  This definitive guide shows you how to use MySQL's advanced suite of data management tools, optimize performance and reliability, and secure and administer a robust RDBMS.  MySQL Database...
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Neural Networks in Healthcare: Potential and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Healthcare costs around the globe are on the rise, creating a strong need for new ways of assisting the requirements of the healthcare system. Besides applications in other areas, neural networks have naturally found many promising applications in the health and medicine areas. Neural Networks in Healthcare: Potential and Challenges presents...
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Data Structures and Algorithms Using PythonJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The standard second course in computer science has traditionally covered the fun-
	damental data structures and algorithms, but more recently these topics have been
	included in the broader topic of abstract data types. This book is no exception,
	with the main focus on the design, use, and implementation of abstract data types.
	The...
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